
Brief overview

You play as a tree trying to grow your roots deep 
into a planet, trying control as many regions as 
you can. But beware, another tree will be doing 
the same, so maneuver skillfully among their 
roots so you are not trapped nor overwhelmed.

Players: 2. Time: 30 mins

Setup

Place the planet sheet between the players.

Grab 6 dice.

Give different colored pencils to each player.

Start by drawing your tree

The first player selects where they want to plant 
their tree. They have to choose 5 continuous 
segments on the surface of the planet as their 
entry point. They then draw 5 roots and the tree. 

The other player then does the same.

Rounds and dice pools

The game lasts 12 rounds. At the begining of each
round encircle one of the 12 suns to keep track. 

Then throw the 6 dice to create the regular dice 
pool. If there are any 6’s, pick those dice and 
reroll them. Place those dice on the special pool 
(even if the result was 6 again). 

A turn

Each round has several turns, starting with the 
first player and alternating turns from there. 

On their turn, a player takes a die from either pool
and then chooses what to do with it:

A) Draw the die. Following the drawing rules 
(see below) make your roots grow by drawing 
them a bit longer. Then discard the die.

B) Keep the die. Keep it next to you so you can 
merge it later this round.

C) Merge the die. Merge this new die with a die 
you kept from a previous turn. Draw them 
together in a single region (see below). Then 
discard both dice.

D) Leave round. If you can’t (or don’t want to) 
draw a die you leave this round. Return the 
chosen die to the pool and wait for the next round.

Also, each tree has power ups that you can use 
during your turn (see below). 

End of round

The round ends when there are no more dice on 
the pools, or everybody has left the round. The 
first player changes and a new round starts.

End of the game

At the end of round 12, whoever controls more 

regions wins. You control a region if you are the 
only tree with roots in it, or, if the region is empty
and you are the only tree that could reach it.



How to draw a die

Select an open root (the tip of a root) and extend 
it based on the die you’ve chosen.

To easily read a regular die keep this in mind:
All regions, no matter the shape, have 6 sides. 
The number on a regular die will tell you, 
clockwise, which side you can exit.

A) If you choose a 1 to 5 from the regular dice 
pool:

The numbers 1 to 5 on the die tell you what “exit”
side you can take, from left to right, starting at 
your open root. 

For example:

It’s always clockwise from the open root. So 
basically a 1 is almost alway a sharp left turn, 
while a 3 is usually a forward direction. Although 
the shape of the region can affect this drastically, 
so choose carefully!

B) If you choose a 1, 2, 4 or 5 from the special 
dice pool:

These special dice let you bifurcate the root. They
are read the same way as a regular die, except 
they add an extra “3” root. 

So, for example, a special 1 is actually a “1” and a
“3” combined. And a special 5 is a “5” and a “3” 
combined.

C) If you chose a 3 from the special dice pool:

Since 3 cannot be combined with another 3, this 
dice represents a “2” and a “4”. No “3”s on this 
root, ironically.



D) If you chose a 6 from the special dice pool:
This is the only “trifurcating” root. If you pick 
this one always draw a “2”, a “3” and a “4” 
together.

Drawing Restrictions

You can grow your roots on an already occupied 
region, but: you can’t cross another root, even if
it’s yours, and you have to enter and exit on 
unused sides of the region.

 In this example red has 
crossed this region 
before.

Gray can still enter and 
exit through the exits 1 
and 2. But he can’t use 4
because that would mean
cutting across red.

And he can’t use 3 or 5 either, since they have 
already been used.

Be kind, keep your distance

When drawing, always try to use the most 
central path, thus leaving space left and right for 
another root to use the region.

Even if there is no actual drawing space, a player
can always draw their root if they are following 
all the rules.

 In this example, even though red is not inside the 
region, he has already used the exit 3. So for gray 
the only exit options are 1, 2, 4 and 5.

No matter how long or 
short a side is, it can only 
be used once!

You are not allowed to connect to the surface of
the planet.

Here gray cannot 
use 1 nor 2, as they
connect to the 
planet’s edge. He’ll
have to use 3, 4 or 
5 to keep 
extending this root.

You are not allowed to draw a die if you can’t 
draw all it’s roots. 

In the following example gray would like to draw 
a special 6 (which is a combintion of a 2, 3 and a 
4), but he can’t draw the 2 root, so he can’t use 
this die in this situation.

On the other hand, a special 4 (3 and 4 together) 
or a special 5 (3 and 5 together) would be ok.



Keeping a die

Remove a die from the regular pool, but instead 
of drawing it keep it next to you. Your turn is over
for now, but you must merge this die on a later 
turn before the round ends. 

Only regular dice can be kept.

Merging a die

To merge two dice you need to have kept a die in 
a previous turn and pick a new one from the 
regular pool. You may now merge the two dice in 
a single region to make a bifurcating root.

Only regular dice can be merged.

Merging two dice with the same value is valid, 
but the result is the same as only drawing one.

After merging, discard both dice.

Keeping a die is a promise to merge it: If you 
have kept a die and this is your last turn of the 
round, you must merge the die with whatever is 
available on the pool. Only if it’s impossible to 
merge (i.e. only special dice remain, or, the 
result of the merge cannot be legally drawn 
anywhere on your tree) return the kept die to the 
regular pool and leave the round. 

Scoring

At the end of round 12, the tree that controls more
regions is the winner. 

You control a region if it’s occupied only by 
your roots, or, if the region is empty and only 
you can reach reach it.

In this example, green wins 16 point for the 
regions that only he has touched. Would’ve been 
18 but red managed to enter the 2 regions on the 
middle right.

Also, green wins 3 extra points for the empty 
colored regions. No one has touched them, but 
green could (with perfect rolls and infinite turns), 
and for red it’s impossible to enter those, not even
with perfect rolls and infinite turns.

Green has also blocked the two regions on the 
bottom left, but no player can actually access 
those. No points there.

If the region is empty, but both players could 
eventually reach it (with perfect rolls and infinite
turns), then nobody is controlling it.



Power Ups

You start the game with one of each power up. 
Everytime you use one make a cross over it to 
keep track of which power up is still available to 
you.

The power ups have no effect during the scoring 
phase, so use the before the game is over!

Reroll:

At any time during your turn, reroll as many of
the available dice as you want. All rerolled dice
are placed on the regular pool unless they land on 
a 6, in which case they are rerolled on more time 
and placed on the special pool.

Fast growth:

At the end of your turn, point at two different
regular dice that are still available (i.e. not the 
one you used this turn). Draw them on two 
different regions. Do not remove them from their 
pools.

Cross root:

You are allowed to cross one root on the same
region you are growing. You still need to enter 
and leave from diferent sides.

For this power up note that a bifurcating root 
must always be drawn in the shape of a “Y” (not a
“V”). So they can always be cut at the base trunk
and it counts only as one root being cut.




